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We have revisited the general constructing schemes for a large family of stable hollow
boron fullerenes with 80 + 8n (n = 0,2,3,...) atoms. In contrast to the hollow pentagon
boron fullerenes with 12 hollow pentagons, the stable boron fullerenes constitute 12 filled
pentagons and 12 additional hollow hexagons, which are more stable than the empty
pentagon boron fullerenes including the “magic” B80 buckyball. Based on results from
first-principles density-functional calculations, an empirical rule for filled pentagons is
proposed along with a revised electron counting scheme to account for the improved
stability and the associated electronic bonding feature. We have also studied the relative
stability of various boron fullerene structures and structural and electronic properties of
B80 bucky ball and boron nanotubes via dispersion-corrected density-functional
calculations. Our results reveal that the energy order of fullerenes strongly depends on the
exchange-correlation functional employed in the calculation and the vibrational stability
for the icosahedral B80 with the inclusion of dispersion corrections, in contrast to the
instability to a tetrahedral B80 with puckered capping atoms from preceding density
functional theory calculations. Similarly, the dispersion-corrected density-functional
calculations yield non-puckered boron nanotube conformations and an associated
metallic state for zigzag tubes. A systematic study elucidates the importance of
incorporating dispersion forces to account for the intricate interplay of two and three
centered bonding in boron nanostructures.
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Since the discovery of C60 buckyball about twenty-five years ago, the fascinating
properties and promising applications of the synthetic carbon allotropes flullerenes,
nanotubes, and graphene overwhelmingly illustrate their unique scientific and
technological importance [1,2]. As boron and carbon share abundance of bonding
similarities [3-10], there has been a tremendous amount of interest in the search for
nanostructured counterparts of carbon allotropes. Among the efforts to exploit hollow
inorganic cage-like structures, the theoretical prediction of a highly stable “magic” B89
buckyball by Szwacki, Sadrzadeh, and Yakobson [3] has received a great deal of
attention [11-20]. The boron buckyball B80 is structurally analogous to the eminent C60
[1], with 60 boron atoms placed at the corners of a truncated icosahedron that constitutes
12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, along with extra 20 boron atoms in the center of each
hexagon [3]. The 20 capping atoms stabilize the cage of the identical icosahedral (Ij)
symmetry as in the C60 buckyball.
The novel chemical bonding pattern of B80 provides crucial insights into the
nature of boron nanomaterials and has prompted considerable efforts in designing
associated nanostructures such as endohedral complexes [9], solids [10,11], and hydrogen
storage media [12]. Inspired by the B80 buckyball configuration, construction rules for a
family of stable boron fullerenes were proposed [13]. Moreover, careful examination of
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the chemical bonding of the B80 buckyball with triangular and hexagonal motifs led to
reevaluation of boron sheets and nanotubes composed of purely puckered triangular
structures, revealing a more stable a-boron sheet (a-BS) [5].
Although boron fullerenes have not yet been observed experimentally, the I,1-B80
buckyball is, nevertheless, a prototype structure for boron nanornaterials owing to the
pattern of capping atoms and the peculiar charge transfer. The electronic properties of the
1-B80 buckyball closely resemble those of C60 in that each has a total of 240 electrons,
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is triply degenerate [4]. Not
withstanding these fascinating properties, the exact location of the capping atoms is a
subject of debate. The exact location of the capping atom in the center of the empty
hexagon has been investigated by various approaches. While various density-functional
theory (DFT) calculations evoked a slightly puckered cage with tetrahedral (TI))
symmetry [8] due to the requirement of the vibrational stability, recent studies using the
dispersion-corrected DFT [19] as well as the computationally intensive ab-initio
calculations up to MP2 theory [14] reasserted the vibrational stability of the11—B80
buckyball. The migration between the B6 (filled-pentagon) and B-7 (filled-hexagon) units
can lead to lower energy conformations than for the I/)—B80 [19,20,23]. The migration of
the capping atom from the center of a hexagon to the center of a pentagon yields a
rearrangement of the charge transfer associated with the capping atoms; thereby tailoring
the aromaticity or anti-aromaticity of the cage [19-23]. Furthennore, the inclusion of a
B17 cluster into a B68 cage leads to improved energy for a core-shell structured B80
[2 1,22].
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The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss filled pentagons and
electron counting rule for boron fullerenes. In Chapter 3, we study the dispersion
correction in the boron buckyball and nanotubes and in Chapter 4 is discussed the relative
stability of boron fullerenes using a dispersion-corrected density functional approach.
CHAPTER 2
2. FILLED PENTAGONS AND ELECTRON COUNTING RULE FOR BORON
FULERENS.
2.1 Boron Fullerenes
In accordance to the “Aufbau principle” [23], stable boron conformations can be
constructed from two basic building blocks: the pentagonal pyramid B6 and the
hexagonal pyramid B7. The hexagonal B7 is the precursor for convex and quasi-planar
boron clusters, and thus closely correlates to the a-BS and the associated boron nanotubes
[5]. The pentagonal B6 unit is an aromatic component that has attracted interest in planar
boron clusters, such as B19 [4]. In this regard, we have studied a volleyball-shaped B80
fullerene that is lower in energy than the previously assumed B80 buckyball [20].
Contrary to the core-shell structuredB12@B68,it preserves the desired electronic
properties as the boron counterpart of C60 [20].
A natural question arises as to whether there exists a “magic” boron fullerene in
lieu of the latest developments [18-22]. An important consequence of the stability for the
B80 volleyball is that in addition to the hollow pentagon, hollow hexagon, and filled
hexagon [13], it is necessary to add the pentagon pyramid in the building blocks [20].
Herein we present a revised constructing scheme and demonstrate that the migration of
capping atoms from hexagonal pyramides to pentagonal rings leads to highly stable boron
fullerenes. Consequently, the electron counting rule is revisited by taking into account the




We have employed first-principles calculations based on local and semi-local
density-functional approaches. For selecting structural conformations and geometry
optimizations, gradient-corrected B ecke-Lee-Yang-Parr (B LYP) parametrization [24,25]
of the exchange—correlation was used along with double numerical (DN) basis set as
implemented in the DMo13 package [26]. The local density-ftinctional calculation results
were subsequently rectified through semi-local approach using Becke-3 -Lee-Yang-Parr
(B3LYP) for exchange—correlation functional [24,25], with 6-31 1G basis set as
mplernented in the TeraChem package [28]. The optimization of atomic positions was
performed for local and semi-local calculations, which proceeded until the forces were
less than 0.01 eV/A and the change in energy was less than 5 x 104eV.
2.3 Result and Discussion
It is instructive to examine the buckyball and volleyball structures of B80 as
shown in Figure 2.1. The structure of the vibrational stable Th-B80(T,-A) [16] consists of
20 filled hexagons and 12 empty pentagons [3]. The filled hexagons are arranged in a
snowdrop-like pattern as highlighted in Figure 2.1 [3]. The snow-drop constitutes a
central hexagonal pyramid surrounded by three hexagonal pyramids and three “hollows”
(hollow pentagons or hexagons). By contrast, the B80 volleyball can be viewed as the 12
outward capping atoms migrating from hexagonal pyramids to the centers of 12 empty
pentagons [20]. We illustrate in Figure 2.1 the transition state between the buckyball and
volleyball of B80 with an energy barrier —39 eV and the 12 capping atoms are
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highlighted. A transition state search employing a combination of LST/QST algorithms
(implemented in DMo13 package) facilitates the evaluation of energy barriers. For
transition state calculations, we started with the T1,-A conformation of the buckyball B80
and ended with the volleyball B80. It is worth noting that both ending configurations are
(locally) stable as all the vibrational frequencies are real. An extrapolation of the two
conformations with 10 intermediate images constitutes the initial pathway. The energy
barrier is calculated to be the energy difference between the transition state and the
volleyball. The exchange between B6 and B7 pyramids leads to yet another route of
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Figure 2.1: Ball-and-stick representation of the optimized Tj-A B80 buckyball and
volleyball, along with the transition state between the two conformations and the ct-boron





Carbon fullerenes consist of hexagons and 12 pentagons in confonTlity with
Euler’s formula F —E+ V 2, where F, E, and V stand for the number of faces, edges,
and vertices of the fullerene, respectively. The exactness of 12 pentagons is attributed to
the fact that each edge is shared by two faces, each pentagon (hexagon) has 5 (6) edges,
and each vertex is adjacent to three polygons. Let tip (nH) denote the number of pentagons
(hexagons), so that F = flp+ H, E = (5np+6nH)/2,and V = (5np+6flH)/3. Therefore
flp = 12.
The isoelectronic requirement for carbon and boron fullerenes implies that the
addition of more than 60 carbon atoms needs to be a multiple of 6 for the even number of
carbon fullerenes and the trivalent boron, respectively. As a result, the counterpart of
C60+6n isolated-pentagon fullerenes is B80+8n. The isoelectronic requirement is
important for a closed-shelled electronic structure in that typical high-symmetry boron
fullerenes are open-shelled in the absence of such a constraint. For snow-drop B89+8n
fullerenes that constitute hexagonal pyramids in additional to pentagonal and hexagonal
rings, it is straightforward to conclude that tip = 12, flH= n, and the number of filled
hexagons (FHs) FH= 20+2n, since each filled hexagon has 12 edges and 6 triangular
faces. For snow-drop generated boron nanostructures, the total number of valence
electrons, 240+24n, is twice the 120+12n triangles [13]. It is worth noting that the snow
drop electron counting rule is applicable to o-BS as well.
Encouraged by the improved stability of the B80 volleyball over the B80 buckyball
[20], herein we propose a filled pentagon model for boron fullerenes. Specifically, the
filled-pentagon (FP) scheme amounts to moving 12 capping atoms from filled hexagons
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to pentagons, resulting in flp = 0, n= 12 + n, flFH= 8 + 2n, and flFP = 12. Consequently,
the revised electron counting rule yields more than 2 electrons per triangle, which is
dependent on n but still converging to an a-BS value of 2 as ii —* ciD.
Following the nomenclature, hereafter we refer to the filled-hexagon fullerenes as
snow-drop fullerenes [13,27]. In contrast to the snow-drop model where the constructed
boron fullerenes are of the same symmetry as the carbon fullerenes counterparts, the
filled-pentagon fullerenes typically have lower symmetry. The lack of a unique migration
path adds another wrinkle to the search for global minimum conformations of boron
fullerenes. Owing to the large number of boron atoms involved and the complicated two
and three-center bonding patterns, the associated first-principles density-functional theory
calculations are computationally demanding. Furthermore, owing to the extremely
sensitive dependence upon the basis set and the exchange-correlation functional




Shown in Figure 2.2 are the optimized structures ofB96,B104, and B112, which are
the isoelectronic counterparts ofC72,C78, and C84, respectively. The snow-drop B96
fullerene has a round pillow shape with two hexagonal rings located at the D6d axis. The
filled-pentagon B96 structure is formed by moving 12 of the 24 capping atoms to fill the
12 pentagons, leaving 14 hollow hexagons. On the equator of D6d-B96, three alternating
pairs of hexagons move the capping atoms to the centers of nearest-neighbor pentagons,
while the two snow-drop structures near the D6d axis rotate to fill three empty pentagons
each. The B104 counterpart of C78 has five isomers [27], and the snow-drop B104 is ofD31,
symmetry. Among various ways of migrating 12 capping atoms, we show in Figure 2.2
two low-energy C21 conformations: one has empty hexagons around the equator, while
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Figure 2.2: Optimized structures of snow-drop (top panel) and filled-pentagon (bottom
panel) fullerenes ofB96,B104 (structure (I) and (II) 12 filled pentagon B104 isomers) , and
B112, respectively.
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involves rotating two snow-drops and hexagonal pair migrations. The B112 fullerene
consists of 32 hexagons and 12 pentagons [27]. Among the 24 isomers, we consider the
counterpart of the C84 ground-state structure with D2 symmetry and an elliptical pillow
shape [27]. The D2 snow-drop B112 can be transformed to a C2 filled-pentagon B112
through successful rotation of four snow-drops. An important criterion for structural
stability is that the vibrational modes be all real.
We have performed vibrational analysis for all the above conformations. While
the vibrational stability of the filled-pentagons: B80,B96, and B104 is confirmed, there
exists two imaginary modes for snow-dropD61-B96,in analogous to that in I,1-B80 [16].
The existence of imaginary frequency modes is attributed to the symmetry constraint of
the calculation. A subsequent eigenrnode following the analysis leads to a lower energy
(-...0.03 eV) and lower symmetry C2-B96 conformation that has all real vibrational
frequencies. We list in Table 1 the calculated binding energies, the gap between the
highest-occupied-molecular-orbital (HOMO) and the lowest-unoccupied-molecular-rbital
(LUMO), the symmetry of the fullerene, and the energy differences between the snow
drop and filled-pentagon models. As is readily observable from Table 2.1, the filled-
pentagon fullerene is systematically lower in energy than the snow-drop counterpart.
Furthermore, in contrast to the monotonic decrease of the snow-drop B80+8n with the
increase of n, the filled-pentagon B80+8n shows the “magic” number of n = 2,
corresponding to a filled-pentagon B96. Closer scrutiny of the structure of the filled-
pentagon B96 reveals that the enhanced stability of B96 correlates to the “isolated” empty
hexagons or hexagon-pairs.
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Table 2.1: Calculated binding energies (EB’ Binding energy of snow-drop model, EB”
Binding energy of filled-pentagon model in eV) relative to atomic boron, HOMO-LUMO
gap (Eg in eV), the energy difference (AE in eV), and symmetries (5) of optimization of
B80+8n fullerene structures using local (BLYP) and semi-local (B3LYP) approaches.
ii Method Structure S EB’(eV) Eg(eV) S EB”(eV) Eg(eV) AE(eV)
o BLYP B80 T1-A -406.82 0.94 -409.53 0.18 2.73
2 BLYP B96 C2 -490.48 0.64 D3 -494.86 0.27 4.38
3 BLYP B104 D31, -532.83 0.59 C2, (I) -534.44 0.27 1.61
3 BLYP C,(II) -536.05 0.20 3.22
0 B3LYP B80 T1-A -453.85 1.87 T,, -458.13 0.86 4.29
2 B3LYP B96 C2 -548,08 1.36 D3 -553.48 0.93 5.40
3 B3LYP B104 D31, -595.81 1.22 C2(I) -598.73 0.79 2.93
3 B3LYP C,(II) -598.93 0.91 3.12
Whereas the snow-drop B80+8n gives rise to a large class of stable boron
fullerenes, the filled-pentagon B80+8n leads to structures with improved stability. For n =
0, the buckyball and volleyball B80 are the first members of the corresponding family.
The a-BS is the n — analogue for both models. The construction of filled-pentagon
cages amounts to transforming a pair of neighboring pentagon rings to filled pentagons,
accompanied by the generation of a pair of adjacent hollow hexagons. An optimal
arrangement of those building blocks allows the tuning of the charge transfer, which
gives rise to an attractive fluxional behavior and improves the stability. In all the cases,
the improvement of energy is remarkable, ranging from 3.1 eV for B104 to 5.4eV for B96.
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The semi-local results are in good accordance with those of local density functional
approach results regarding the binding energy, while the correction to the HOMO
LUMO gap is substantial. As seen in Table 2.1, the rectified gap is about 0.7—0.9 eV for
filled-pentagon fullerenes.
In conformity with the donor-acceptor hypothesis on ct-BS [5], electron transfers
in the snow-drop B80+8n can be classified as the capping atoms in the center of
hexagonal pyramides as electron donors, while other atoms as acceptors [13]. For the
filled-pentagon model, the capping atoms of hexagonal and hexagonal pyramids stand for
electron donors [20]. Consequently, it is expected that uniformly distributed hollow
hexagons are desired [20]. Shown in Figure 2.3 are the extracted charge density
distributions of HOMO and LUMO for the snow-drop and filled-pentagon B96,
respectively. A distinctive feature of the charge density distribution of HOMO (LUMO)
is evident by the increase of the it (21*) bonding in the filled-pentagon B96, as compared to
that for the snow-drop B96. This is attributed to the redistribution of the bonding and
antibonding patterns related to the capping of the pentagon rings [20].
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Figure 2.3: Isodensity surfaces (with an isovalue of 0.02 au) of HOMO and LUMO
(LUMO(I) is the LUMO in B96 and LUMO(II) is the one level above the LUMO in B96)
for (a) the snow-drop and (b) filled-pentagon models ofB96, respectively. The positive
and negative components are colored with blue and yellow, respectively.
(a)
(b)
HOMO LUMO (1) LUMO (II)
A few remarks are immediately in order. (i) Our results demonstrate that the filled
pentagon model yields improvement in energy for a family of boron fullerenes, not
limited to B80. The energy improvement is primarily attributed to the migration of the
capping atoms from filled hexagons to pentagons and the bonding arrangements
associated with the changes in aromaticity [18,20]. (ii) The filled-pentagon fullerenes
prefer evenly distributed hollow hexagons with connection to the donor-acceptor charge
transfers. (iii) The stability of the filled-pentagon fullerenes is also manifested in the
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vibrational frequencies. We depict in Figure 2.4 the motion of the highest vibrational
mode for B96. The lowest vibrational modes are significantly softer than the counterparts
of carbon fullerenes [13,16]. (iv) In contrast to the snow-drop building block, for filled-
pentagon fullerenes, the basic unit is the adjacent pentagon-hexagon pyramids. (v) The
main thrust of the present work is to assert that the filled-pentagon model is energetically
preferred. To this end, we have systematically investigated a large set of snow-drop
fullerenes and revealed the existence of a “magic” filled-pentagon B96. Notwithstanding
this, there are still a variety of boron fullerenes that remain unexplored. Our results,
nevertheless, illustrate that the intriguing bonding pattern of boron keeps bringing
surprises.
Figure 2.4: The motions of the infrared-active vibrational mode of 1972 cm.
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2.4 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, we have described a filled-pentagon constructing scheme for a large
family of stable boron fullerenes. The improved stability of the filled-pentagon fullerenes
over the snow-drop ones is confirmed by intensive first-principles simulations. A revised
empirical electron counting rule indicates that a slightly increased electron counting per
triangle is energetically preferred, which is useful for seeking out stable boron
nanostructures. These results shed important light on the improved stability of boron
fullerenes in connection with the aromaticity. We hope that these results can promote
experimental synthesis of boron fullerenes along with future applications.
CHAPTER 3
3. DISPERSION-CORRECTION IN BORON BUCKYBALL AND NANOTUBES
3.1 Boron Buckyball and Nanotubes
Density-fttnctional theory (DFT) calculations by Barual, Pederson and Zope [16]
indicated a vibrational instability of the I, boron buckyball, and suggested a slightly
puckered cage with tetrahedral (T1) symmetry ( Figure 3.1) [16]. Subsequent
investigations [12,14,15,17,31] indicated that the atomic buckling is particularly sensitive
to the basis set employed and the level of theory used in describing exchange-correlation
effects. However, recent investigation by Szwacki and Tymczak [14] with the use of
computationally intensive ab-initio calculations up to second order Moller-Plesset
perturbation (MP2) theory reveals that the ‘h boron buckyball is the lowest energy
conformation owing to the crucial importance of correlation effects [14].
A natural question arises as to what is missing in the preceding DFT approach.
Because the location of the capping atoms is closely connected to the charge transfer
[14], a related question is whether the location impacts on the electronic properties. In
view of the increasing amount of theoretical work devoted to boron nanomaterials, a
clarification of this issue becomes timely and important. Herein, we report a dispersion
corrected DFT calculation study of boron buckyballs and the boron nanotubes. The
dispersion-correction method, coupled to suitable DFT functional, has been demonstrated
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to account for the long-range dispersion forces with remarkable accuracy. Our work
shows that the inclusion of dispersion has a significant effect on the energies and
geometries of boron fullerenes and nanotubes.
3.2 Method
We have employed first-principles calculations based on density-functional theory
(DFT) and dispersion-corrected DFT approaches. For preselecting structural
conformations and geometry optimizations, gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr
(BLYP) [24,25] and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [39] parameterizations of the
exchange correlation were used along with double numerical plus polarization (DNP)
basis set as implemented in the DMoI3 package [26]. The local density-functional
calculation results were subsequently rectified through the inclusion of dispersion-
correction effects [40]. The optimization of atomic positions was performed for all
calculations, which proceeded until the forces were less than 0.01 eV/A and the change in
energy was less than 3 x 1 0 eV.
3.3 Result and Discussion
In order to gain insight into the structures of boron flillerenes, it is instructive to
examine the B80 buckyball with I,i,, T1-A, and T,1-B symmetries as shown in Figure 3. 1.
All three structures of the B80 buckyball consist of 20 filled hexagons and 12 empty
pentagons. The capping atoms are at the planar center of the hexagons for I,1-B80.By
contrast, for the T,,-A (T,-B) conformation, there are 8 (12) capping atoms inwards while
the other 12 (8) are directed outwards. It is worth mentioning that there exists theoretical
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investigations of glassy behavior of the boron fullerenes [20,43]. The glassy behavior is
manifested of the fact that the migration between B6 (filled-pentagon) and B7 (filled-
hexagon) units [23] can lead to low energy conformations [20,43]. The migration of the
capping atom from the center of a hexagon to the center of a pentagon [20,43], along with
the inclusion of a B12 core structure [19], has been shown to yield improved structural
stability. However, it is important to point out that those structures are separated from the
buckyball conformations by large transition barriers [20]. For this reason, along with the
fact that there exists no conclusive results available for the corresponding high-level
quantum chemistry calculations, we are primarily interested in the correlation effects on
the locally stable buckyball conformations. Nevertheless, the stability of the B80
buckyball structures can be readily characterized by the vibrational stability analysis and
the accurate MP2 results can be used as a standard for validations [14].
Figure 3.1: Ball-and-stick representations of the three optimized B80 structures of T/?-A,
T1,-B, and Ij, respectively.
Th-A Tb-B
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Shown in Figure 3.1 are the three optimized buckybafl structures (T1,-A and T,,
B using DFT, I,, using dispersion-corrected DFT). Consistent with previous DFT
calculated results [12,14,15,17,22,31]. There exists imaginary vibrational frequencies for
I,,-B80 using either BLYP or PBE exchange-correlation functions. We illustrate in
Figure 3.2 the corresponding eig enmodes of the two imaginary frequencies -57i and -19i
(indicated by arrows in Figure 3.2) obtained from BLYP and PBE calculations,
respectively. As can be seen from Figure 3.2, the eigenmode of the imaginary frequencies
is predominantly attributed to the capping atoms, which indicates instability of the Ii
structure against the lower symmetry ones. Following the imaginary eigenmodes, the
slightly puckered T,,-A has a lower energy of 10.3 meV than the I, counterpart, with all
positive vibrational frequencies. T,,-B is also a locally stable conformation in that all the
vibrational frequencies are positive, but the energy is slightly higher than that of T,1-A
[14]. By way of contrast to the preceding DFT results [12,14,15,17,22,31], with the
inclusion of dispersion correction, all vibrational frequencies of Ij-Bgo become positive.
The energy order between I,, and T1, conformations is reversed as well: the Ii structure
(-483.3381 eV) is 4.4 meV lower in energy than T,1-A (-483.3337 eV). Summarized in
Figure 3.3 are the calculated vibrational density of state for11-B80. The contribution from
imaginary modes are indicated by the peaks below 0 (cm1). As can be readily observable
from Figure 3.3, the inclusion of dispersion-correction removes the imaginary mode
contributions from the PBE results. On the other hand, the vibrational DOS from BLYP
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Figure 3.2: The eigenrnotion of prototype unstable vibrational modes for B80-I1 using (a)






Figure 3.3: Calculated vibrational density of state (DOS) for1-B80 using BLYP, PBE,
and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively.
o 400 800 1200
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Our results are in very good agreement with those obtained from computational
intensive MP2 calculations [14] in that the11-B80 is reinstalled as the lowest energy
conformation among the buckyball structures. More importantly, our results clearly
indicate that van der Waals (vdW) dispersion forces greatly impact on the geometry of
capping atoms. As the attractive interaction between the capping atom and the six-
member boron ring is of dipole-dipole character, dispersion correction to the DFT
approach is essential to effectively capture the corresponding vdW contributions.
Encouraged by the dispersion-corrected DFT results for B80 buckyball, we are
now in the position to examine the boron nanotubes [32]. The study of boron nanotubes is
very important in light of the experimental verification for the existence of boron
nanotabular structures [38]. We constructed two prototype boron nanotubes (see
Figure 3. 4) from wrapping the cL-boron sheet following the nomenclature of carbon
nanotubes: the zigzag (9,0) and armchair (7,7) boron nanotubes. The constructed tubes
are periodic and thus allow one to calculate the band structures. It is worth mentioning
that we have examined various two-dimensional sheet conformations using dispersion




Figure 3.4: Top and side views of the optimized structures of boron nanotubes armchair
(7,7) and zigzag (9,0) using DFT and dispersion-corrected DFT calculations.
Depicted in Figure 3. 4 are the optimized structures of the zigzag (9,0) and
armchair (7,7) nanotubes using PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. As
seen from Figure 3.4, for the armchair (7,7) tube, the PBE calculation predicts a little bit
elliptical shaped tube, while the dispersion-corrected PBE calculation yields a round
structure. For the zigzag (9,0), however, both types of calculations lead to a hexagonal
tube with distinct locations of the capping atoms. The PBE optimized structure has
puckered capping atoms (highlighted in Figure 3.4), while the dispersion-corrected
PBE reasserts the non-puckered capping atom, which is located exactly in the center of
the hexagon. Whereas the armchair boron nanotubes are free from the puckered capping
atoms owing to the peculiar building units, the vdW interaction manifests itself in the
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distinct capping atom allocation for zigzag boron nanotubes with and without dispersion
correction.
An important ramification of the dispersion correction is the change of charge-
transfer behavior associated with the allocation of capping atoms. To further pursue this
point, we show in Figure 3.5 the calculated band structures for the armchair (7,7) and
zigzag (9,0) using PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. As is readily
observable from Figure 3.5 although the PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE optimized
structures are quite different, the resultant electronic structures are quite similar. This is
attributed to the fact that both conformations have analogous charge transfer behavior.
For the zigzag (9,0) tube, the PBE calculation with puckered capping atoms results in a
small gap semiconducting tube, which is to be contrasted with the dispersion-corrected
PBE result of a metallic tube. This evidently demonstrates that the dispersion correction
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Figure 3.5: Calculated band structures of zigzag (left panel) and armchair (right panel)
boron nanotubes using DFT (a and c) and dispersion-corrected DFT (b and d),
respectively. X=%=a and L=’A=b, where a = 5.04 A and b = 8.37 A, respectively.
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A few remarks are immediately in order. (i) Both dispersion-corrected PBE [40]
and B3LYP [28] affii-rn the vibrational stability of IJ?-B80. The dispersion-corrected semi-
local B3LYP method [28] provides the rectification of the gap. However, the dispersion-
corrected B3LYP for periodic systems is not yet available to us. Consequantly, in the
present work we focus on the dispersion-corrected PBE only. (ii) The dispersion
correction is important in the relative energy order of boron fullerenes [20,43] and core-
shell structures as well [19]. However, the energy ordering of the relevant structures
depends also on the preceding level of exchange-correlation functions employed.
Specifically, it is worth noting that the BLYP and PBE exchange-correlation functions
lead to quite different energy ordering predictions [20,43], which remain unsettled after
the inclusion of dispersion corrections. A careful examination of the associated dispersion
correction effects will be addressed in the future. (iii) The effect of dispersion correction
in planar structures, such as the a-boron sheet [5] and nanoribbons [6], is dormant
because the planar conformations are not apparently associated with the buckling of
capping atoms.
3.4 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, we have presented calculated results based on long-range dispersion
corrected DFT method [40] that is accurate and promising for accounting for the vdW
contributions. The dispersion correlation effects are found to be essential for the correct
description of the structure of hollow boron nanostructures. Our results validate the use of
dispersion-corrected DFT for boron nanostructures, which provides useful means for
studying boron nanomaterials.
CHAPTER 4
4. RELATIVE STABILITY OF BORON FULLERENES: A DISPERSION-
CORRECTED DENSITY FUNCTIONAL STUDY
4.1 Boron Fullerenes
A careful examination of the relative energy ordering of the B80 structures,
reveals an unexpectedly strong dependence upon the exchange-correlation (XC)
functional [7] utilized in the calculations. Specially, with the use of gradient-corrected
Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) [26,40] method or the semi-local Becke-3-parameter-Lee-
Yang-Parr (B3LYP) functional [26], a volleyball-structured B80 with T,1 symmetry is
shown to be energetically lower than the core-shell structured B80 as well as the11-B80
[36]. In contrast, the energy ordering is reversed in favor of the core-shell structured B80
where employing the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof(PBE) functional [28,3 7]. The reversed
energy is about 4-8 eV as large, depending on the basis sets used in the calculations
[,21,31,34,36-38]. In view of the increasing amount of theoretical works devoted to boron
nanornaterials [21,31,34,36-39], a clarification of this discrepancy becomes timely and
important. Herein, we report on the results from a dispersion-corrected DFT calculation
study of boron fullerenes. The dispersion-correction method, coupled to a suitable DFT
functional, has been demonstrated to account for the long-range dispersion forces with
remarkable accuracy. Our work shows that the inclusion of dispersion has a significant




We have employed first-principles calculations based on DFT and dispersion
corrected DFT approaches [6,40]. For preselecting structural conformations and
geometry optimizations, BLYP and PBE parameterizations of exchange-correlation were
used along with double numerical plus polarization (DNP) basis set as implemented in
the DMol3 package [6]. The optimization of atomic positions was performed for all
calculations, which proceeded until the forces were less than 0.01 eV/A and the change in
energy was less than 3 x eV.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Depicted in Figure 4.1 are optimized conformations of various B80,B96, and B100
fullerenes [30]. These high symmetry structures represent the characteristic
configurations discussed in previous studies [10]. Specifically, in addition to the11-B80,
the D5d-Bo was identified as yet another low energy cage structure. By exploring the
migration of capping atoms [34,36-38], the 6B80 and 12B80 structures can be constructed,
which are of D3d and T,1 symmetries, respectively. The former was recognized as the most
stable structure for B80 fullerenes based on the PBE method [37] whereas the latter was
extracted from BLYP and B3LYP optimizations [36]. The stability of the volleyball
shaped 12B80 promoted further investigations for larger fullerene sequences [34,3 8].
Consequently, the filled-pentagon models of‘2B96 and‘2B100 were predicted to be
energetically favorable over the empty pentagon counterparts [34,3 8].
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Figure 4.1: Optimized structures ofB80 fullerenes with 0,4 (4P), 6 (6P), 8 (8P), 12 (12P)
filled pentagons, along with filled-hexagon (snow-drop) and filled-pentagon (12P) ofB96
and B100, respectively.
The building block for the11-B80 and the a-boron sheet is the so-called snow-drop
pattern [34] that constitutes a central hexagonal pyramid surrounded by three hexagonal
pyramids and three “hollows” (hollow pentagons or hexagons) [34,3 8]. The migration of
capping atoms from the centers of hexagons to those of pentagons can be facilitated by
rotating the snow-drop unit; thereby including the pentagon pyramid in the building
blocks. For instance, the4B80,8B0, and‘2’B80 can be constructed by rotating 2, 3, and 4
snow-drop blocks, which have D2d, D211 and Ti, symmetries, respectively. The hollow
pentagon; B96 is structurally similar to the C72 fullerene with 26 hexagons and 12
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pentagons; 24 extra boron atoms are located at the center of 24 hexagons to stabilize the
B72 cage. The hollow-pentagon B96 is of D6d symmetry while the filled-pentagon B96 has
D2d symmetry. B100 is the counterpart of C80 with 30 hexagons, 12 pentagons, and 20
extra boron atoms at the center of 20 hexagons. Hollow and completely-filled-pentagon
B100 has D5d and C21, symmetry, respectively. The resultant cages are locally stable
structures in that all the vibrational frequencies are real [5,9,12,14-17]. However, the
potential energy landscape for boron clusters is very complex, which depends on the XC
used in various global minimum search approaches [3 1,37].
We summarize in Figure 4.2 the relative energy ordering of those fullerenes,
along with the core-shell structured B80 [21,3 1]. Energies per boron atom were extracted
with the use of BLYP, PBE, and dispersion-corrected PBE [31], respectively. As seen
from Figure 4.2, within the BLYP scheme, the completely-filled-pentagon conformations
are lower in energy than the hollow-pentagon counterparts, in conformity with the
previous results concerning B80,B96, and B100 [30]. It is worth noting that the inclusion of
semi-local functional in the B3LYP approach [36,38] rectifies the gap between the
LUMO and the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), while the relative energy
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Figure 4.2: Calculated energies per boron atom E(eV) for the B80,B96, and B100 isomers
using BLYP (bottom panel), PBE (middle panel), and dispersion-corrected PBE (top
panel), respectively.
In contrast, within the PBE scheme, the completely filled-pentagon
conformations are no longer lower in energy than the hollow-pentagon counterparts [37].
Moreover, the I,-B80 buckyball is energetically favored over B100. With the exception of a
partly-filled-pentagon6B80 that represent the lowest energy isomer for the B80 fullerenes,
the relative energy ordering concerning the core-shell structured B80, completely-filled-
pentagon vs. hollow-pentagons, B80 vs. B100, is in sharp contrast to BLYP (B3LYP)
predictions [30,34,36,3 8]. For instance, comparing the energy between the core-shell
structured B80 with respect to the volleyball-shaped‘2B80,the relative energy difference
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is -0.44, 4.62, 4.71 eV for BLYP, PBE, and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. A
careful examination of the extracted energies for optimized conformations listed in
Figure 4.2 reveals that the BLYP (B3LYP) and PBE(PBEO or revPBE) approaches yield
distinct energy orderings, and the differences between the two types of schemes can be
as large as 0.6 eV.
Such a discrepancy raises serious concerns on the reliability regarding the
predicted stability of boron fullerenes and core-shell structured B80. A natural question
arises as to whether one scheme is more trustworthy over the other. In this regard, it is
worth noting that there is a strong dependence of the relative energy order on the XC
functional. In view of the fact that both BLYP and PBE are GGA based DFT methods,
the XC effects on the relative energy ordering are important even in these cases. In this
regard, the following remarks are appropriate: (i) If the polarization function is not
included in the calculation, the completely-filled-pentagon conformations are still
energetically favored over the hollow-pentagon counterparts with the use of PBE
functional. This is the case for results extracted from earlier versions of the GPU
accelerated quantum chemistry code TeraChem [35] in which the polarization function
was not available in the basis sets. However, the energy ordering may be reversed after
the inclusion of polarization functions. (ii) There is particular interest with regard to the
comparison of the relative stability between the core shell structure and the cage
conformations with the same number of boron atoms [21,31,34,36-38]. Within the PBE
or dispersion-corrected PBE, the core-shell structuredB12@B68 becomes the lowest
energy conformation for B80. This is in sharp contrast to the BLYP result, which predicts
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a volleyball structured B80, lower in energy than both the buckyball B80 and the core-shell
structured C5B80 (I) [31]. Moreover, a B100 is the lowest BLYP (B3LYP) predicted
energy structure among the low-energy conformations [30]. (iii) Although the energy
difference between ‘h and T11-A of the B80 buckyball is merely about 4.4 meV, the relative
stability has been intensively discussed among the quantum chemistry community,
particularly with regard to the vibrational stability [12,38]. While the dispersion
correction is important in resolving this issue, the large energy switching of about 8 eV
among various B80 conformations is far more dramatic. This demonstrates the intricate
feature of bonding on the exchange-correlation functional used. (iv) A comparison
between the BLYP and B3LYP semi-local calculations shows that there is no qualitative
change in the energy ordering. In other words, BLYP and B3LYP yield the same energy
ordering. PBE and PBEO also yield the same energy ordering [38]. (v) During preparation
of this thesis, we became aware of a related theoretical study by Li and co-workers on
boron clusters [42]; they obtained similar trends as ours for discrepancies between the
BLYP and PBE XC functional. While the study is validated through the comparison with
small boron clusters, our study here is focused on the effect of dispersion corrections.
We are now in a position to discuss the effect of dispersion correction on the
relative energy ordering of those boron fullerenes. It is worth pointing out that while
there are distinct energy orderings for boron fullerenes, the dispersion-corrected B3LYP
and dispersion-corrected PBE results yield the same energy trend. The dispersion
correction to the BLYP (or B3LYP) is much larger than the dispersion-corrected PBE (or
PBEO) counterparts (see Table 4.1). However, the dispersion correction to PBE is not
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negligible, as the relative energy differences can be as large as O.2 eV with the
inclusion of dispersion forces. As seen from Figure 4.2, the dispersion-corrected PBE
results confinri that the core-shell structured B80 is lower in energy than the B80
fullerenes. Semi-local calculations based on dispersion-corrected B3LYP (B3LYP-D)
and PBEO (PBE-D) using TeraChem [42] also confirms that the two core-shell structured
B80, csB8o(I)16 and csB8o(II) 17 are lower in energy than the B80 fullerene counterparts. On
the other hand, if we focus on the various boron fullerenes, a filled-pentagon ‘2B96 is an
energetically preferred structure [34,3 8]. Since 6B80 is the lowest energy B80 fullerene
confirmation [37], we have constructed the 6B96 counterpart that has C6v symmetry by
moving six centered atoms from the hexagons to six empty pentagons. Analogous to
6B80 that has 6 isolated empty pentagon-hexagon pairs, 6B96 also contains 6 fused empty
hexagon-pentagon pairs along with two isolated extra empty hexagons. The extracted
binding energy of the optimized6B96 structure with BLYP, PBE and dispersion
corrected PBE is less favorable than either the empty-pentagon °B96 or filled-pentagon
‘2B96,by 1.51 and 3.22 eV, respectively. This implies that the aromaticity for models of
B80 with empty-pentagon (buckyball) [1], filled-pentagon with fused empty hexagon
pairs (volleyball) [17], and the partially filled pentagon with fused empty pentagon
hexagon pairs (baseball) [34,3 8], changes with the inclusion of empty hexagons for large
fullerenes.
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Table 4.1: Calculated binding energies EB (relative to atomic boron), HOMO-LUMO gap
(Eg) of optimized isomers of B80 and B96 fullerenes using semi-local (B3LYP),
dispersion-corrected B3LYP (B3LYP-D), and dispersion corrected PBEO (PBE-D)
respectively. The calculation was based on TeraChem and 6-31 1G* basis sets.
Structure EB (eV) Eg (eV)
B3LYP B3LYP-D PBE-D B3LYP B3LYP-D PBE-D
B80 -5.936 -6.091 -6.631 1.83 1.87 1.87
-5.960 -6.111 -6.635 0.78 0.80 0.76
‘20B8 -5.956 -6.100 -6.610 0.85 0.86 1.02
CSB(J)lB -5.951 -6.145 -6.690 1.08 1.10 1.28
CSB (II)’ -5.966 -6.159 -6.702 0.95 0.95 1.11
An important criterion for structural stability is that all vibrational frequencies are
all real [6,4 1]. We have performed vibrational analysis for all the above-discussed
conformations. We illustrate in Figure 4.3 the calculated vibrational spectra for theI1-B80,
D3d-6Bso, and core-shell structured B80 (CS-B80), respectively. It is readily observed that
the core-shell structured B80 virtually has no feature as the structure is of low symmetry.







Figure 4.3: Vibrational density of states calculated by means of dispersion-corrected PBE
calculations for the1-B,0 (top panel), D3d-6Bgo (middle panel), and core-shell structured
CS-B80 (bottom panel).
4.4 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, we have examined various high symmetry cage-structured boron
fullerenes and core-shell structured nanoclusters. Our results are in conformity with
previous studies with regard to the relative stability, but reveal a strong dependence on
the XC functional employed in the calculations. A detailed comparison with and without
the inclusion of dispersion corrections indicates that the dispersion correction becomes
crucial, particularly for BLYP or B3LYP type of XC functional [42]. It is worth
remarking that although for PBE or PBEO the inclusion of dispersion correction yields
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nearly the same energy ordering (with only a few exceptions) as that obtained with the
preceding DFT calculation, the dispersion coffection plays an important role in the
quantitative energy ordering as well as in the vibrational stability. Our systematic
investigation of the relative stability of boron fullerene confirmations demonstrates that




In this thesis we have studied the structural and electronic properties of boron
fullerenes and nanotubes, a set of interesting nanomaterials.
The boron fullerenes counterparts of carbon nanotubes and fullerenes are under
intensive experimental exploration. On the other hand, as we discussed in this thesis, an
accurate characterization of the relative stability of this type of nano systems depends
crucially on the inclusion of dispersive forces in the calculations. To achieve this goal, a
semi-empirical method to incorporate dispersion correction was employed. Our results
based on intensive search of pentagon-filled or hexagon-filled models along with the
mixtures provide important insight into the intriguing nature of chemical bonding in
boron fullerenes.
A careful examination of the dispersion correction effect leads to the conclusion
that the semi-empirical inclusion of long range van der Waals interactions is efficient in
reproducing results based on highly accurate but computationally very demanding
methods.
As the boron nanomaterials are relevant to hydrogen storage novel structures, our
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